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Are you ready to refine your competencies at the first step of your career journey? We

invite you to integrate your educational path with your unique talents, internalize your goals, and

make an impact by developing new skills. Seize the opportunity now with the “You’re Next

Program” and become a part of the excitement in the consultancy world! You're Next is not

just a program; it's an invitation to young and bright talents ready to make an impact, envision

the future, and define what comes next in their careers. Join us and be part of the journey as a

DefineXer, transforming potential into professional excellence!   Innovate with Passion as

a Developer If you are passionate about software development and the idea of creating

impactful solutions that pave the way for the future excites you. Our top-notch team is the

perfect place for you. DefineXers thrive in an environment where their skills can shape the

next level of technological innovation, and they pulse the consultancy world with the

boundless power of their creativity. Innovate with Passion as an Analyst If you are a new

graduate passionate about business analysis, understanding needs, managing relationships,

and creating effective solutions for the future, consider becoming a DefineXer as a

business analyst. Join us in an environment where your skills can shape the next wave of

technological innovation, and let's make a splash in the consultancy world with the

unlimited power of your creativity.   DefineX Team DefineXers are our powerhouse and at

the heart of our success: Experts. Innovators. People who are driven by excellence and bring

their A game every day. Through our services and platforms, we are here to accelerate

digital transformation and liberate the business world via technology. We aspire to define

the next globally. YOU? You deserve to do what you love, and love what you do a career that
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works as hard for you as you do. At DefineX we are 330 DefineXers, delivering superior

value for our clients through leading technology, targeted innovation, and excellence in

everything we do. You have choices if you strive to be a part of a team driven to create

with purpose, now is your chance to Find your Forward with DefineX.   Need more

convincing that DefineX is a great place to work? Follow us on Instagram to take a deep

dive into who we really are: IG  @teamdefinex ! Get to know more about our  

extraordinary minds , Also,  hear   from our tech leaders as they talk about why they love

what they do and how the culture at DFX enables them to take part in exciting projects! At

DefineX, we don't just accept difference - we celebrate it, we support it, and we thrive

on it for the benefit of TeamDefineX! We are proud to be an equal opportunity workplace

and is an affirmative action employer. We are committed to equal employment

opportunity regardless of race, color, ancestry, religion, sex, national origin, sexual

orientation, age, marital status, disability, gender identity or veteran status. TeamDefineX will

advocate for, and provide reasonable accommodations to those applicants requiring them,

based on the Turkish Disabilities Act, to ensure equal opportunity in the application process.

Protecting your privacy and the security of your data is a top priority for DefineX Consulting |

Technology | Labs. We collect and process your personal data as confidential as part of the

recruitment process. Please read our Statement of Personal Data Protection Law and

Consent Letter to know more details. Powered by JazzHR
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